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Jscrambler Solution for 
Media & Streaming Companies
Prevent content hijacking and loss of revenue due to attackers 
stealing your valuable IP and content, reverse-engineering your 
streaming platform, bypassing watermarking, and re-distributing 
content.

As the OTT market doubles by 2024, piracy continues to be a key threat to revenue and business sustainability. It is 
reported that 20% of U.S. broadband households use piracy apps, websites, or jailbroken devices. Consequently, 
$12.5B is an expected cost of piracy to be paid by TV/OTT providers by 2024.

Top features to help you secure your content and ad revenue

Runtime Code Protection:  Self-defensive capabilities 
that enable applications to detect and react in real-time 
to any tampering, debugging, or poisoning attempts.

Code Hardening with Polymorphic Obfuscation: 
Harden code against reverse engineering with dozens 
of resilient JavaScript transformations. Each new code 

build has a completely different output.

Anti-Debugging: Protect your application in runtime 
and thwart reverse engineering attempts with 
a powerful anti-debugging feature that detects 
debuggers and triggers countermeasures. 

PCI DSS v4 Compliance:  Protect your payment 
pages and achieve compliance with the latest PCI DSS 
v4 standards effective in 2025, effortlessly meeting 
requirements 6.4.3 and 11.6.1.

Jscrambler’s Client-Side Protection Platform effectively protects 
your client-side applications

Protect your content   
Protect your IP, the player, and 
the ad revenue running inside 
it. Keep your unique content 
safe from competitors and 
bad actors.

Maintain team efficiency 
Save your team’s time and 
resources by delegating the 
monitoring and protection of 
JavaScript to Jscrambler. 
Get real-time alerts about 
dangerous behaviors.

Prevent piracy 
Harden your video player 
and protect any fingerprinting 
or watermarking technologies 
within it. Block any unauthorized 
access to your apps.

“Content rights holders required in-depth security, including watermarking and client 
hardening. We felt safer with that in place. Working with Jscrambler was one of the simplest 
decisions we ever made”. 

Margo Cayla  |  Product Manager at BFI Player
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JSCRAMBLER SOLUTION FOR MEDIA & STREAMING COMPANIES

Trusted by the leaders in their industries 

Jscrambler is the most comprehensive solution for client-side protection

  jscrambler.com

Jscrambler’s technology is trusted by many of the Fortune 500 and 
thousands of companies globally.

 Companies we serve:

• Top 3 entertainment companies in the US

• 25+ Major banks worldwide 

• A major airline in the EU 

• Top retailer in the US 

• Leading companies in E-commerce, Financial Services, 
Broadcasting, and IT

About Jscrambler

If you want to know more about how Jscrambler can help you prevent client-side attacks, don’t hesitate to contact us. 
hello@jscrambler.com | +1 650 999 0010

Jscrambler is the leader in Client-Side Protection and Compliance. Jscrambler is the first to merge advanced polymorphic 
JavaScript obfuscation with fine-grained third-party tag protection in a unified Client-Side Protection and Compliance 
Platform. Jscrambler’s integrated solution ensures a robust defense against current and emerging client-side cyber threats, 
data leaks, misconfigurations, and IP theft, empowering software development and digital teams to securely innovate online 
with JavaScript. Jscrambler’s technology is trusted by the Fortune 500 and thousands of companies globally. 


